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**Senator Ted Kennedy**


Archivist first 1500 files began at 1:22 a.m. on the 26th. It must have gotten back almost to the beginning.

For much of the first day Senator Ted Kennedy was the principal not-hashtag for identifying messages about Kennedy. Then the phrasing changed to Ted Kennedy. I got to 'Ted Kennedy' late -- Archivist's first 1500 finds [beginning 8/26/09 8:29 p.m.] did not get far enough back because the messages were coming thick and fast. But this is an opportunity to overlap two streams.

The Kennedy family 'officially' adopted #tedkennedy for their own communication about the arrangements connected with his burial. The same hashtag was used by others, as well. I did not find out until August 29, and the Archivist found 1500 messages go back to August 27 p.m.

When the search stopped there were 17,118 messages for "senator ted kennedy". The timeline was
The search for "ted kennedy" yielded 55,165 messages. The timeline was
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The search for "#tedkennedy" found 1904 messages. The timeline was
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The .txt files that can be read by Excel to acquire the data are: senator ted kennedy.txt, ted kennedy.txt and #tedkennedy.txt